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>99% detector uptime 
<0.05% sensor drop-out per year 
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Atmospheric neutrinos
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> 70.000 νμ / yr
see also our poster by T. Kuwabara (P2.023)



Vetoing atmospheric muons & neutrinos  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Schönert et al, 2009 
Gaisser et al. 2014 
IceCube, Science 2013
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54 events observed with 20±6 expected from atmosphere  

4 yr update of  
PRL2014, Science 2013

Astrophysical Neutrinos!
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Energy Spectrum
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54 events observed with 20±6 expected from atmosphere  

~7 σ evidence for  
extra-terrestrial ν

4 yr update of  
PRL2014, Science 2013



Through going muon tracks
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5.6 sigma detection of  
astrophysical neutrinos 
with through-going 
muons analysis  

  

Deposited energy:  
2.6±0.3 PeV

  

unfolded data assuming unbroken best-fit power law



Spectral analysis vs different channels
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Combined spectral index:   γ=2.50±0.09 
High-energy tracks:            γ=2.13±0.13 
Prompt component < 1.06 x Enberg et al. (2008) 

Are we seeing a  
spectral flattening of  
astrophysical neutrinos? 

Eν>190 TeV

Eν>25 TeV

IceCube: ICRC2015, PRD 2015, ApJ 2015, PRL2014

IceCube preliminary



Sky map of 54 High Energy Starting Events
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Largely isotropic ⇒ extragalatic origin!



Searching for point source in 7 years of data
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Searching for point source in 7 years of data
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Neutrinos from Blazars (Active Galactic Nuclei)
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FERMI-LAT AGN SKYMAP (|b| > 10)
[Ackermann et al., 2011]

Total sources: ~ 900 
 

FSRQ BL-LAC Unknown Blazar

Look for faint combined neutrino emission from these sources



Neutrinos from Blazars (Active Galactic Nuclei)
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FERMI-LAT AGN SKYMAP (|b| > 10)
[Ackermann et al., 2011]

Total sources: ~ 900 
 

FSRQ BL-LAC Unknown Blazar

< 30% of the astrophysical ν 
flux originates from Blazars No correlation found:

For more see talk by A. Franckowiak 
and poster by R. Maunu (P2.013)

upper 
limits {

IceCube, submitted
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     CR

Similar energies in gamma-rays, neutrinos  
& cosmic rays injected into our Universe!

γ ν

The high-energy Universe: broader perspective

Fig. adapted from L. Mohrmann



The high-energy Universe: broader perspective

     CRγ ν
?

~ 60% Blazars 

No correlations  
observed with:  
• Blazars (flux < 30%) 
• GRBs   (flux < 1%) 

Still unconstrained: 
• radio AGNs 
• Supernovae 
• ?

< 30 % Blazars 

Fig. adapted from L. Mohrmann 18



     CRγ ν

?

The high-energy Universe: broader perspective

Waxman & Bahcall bound saturated: 
Are CRs and neutrinos produced in 
the same source? 
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IceCube-Gen2 Facility
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Gen2  
High-Energy Array

Gen2 Surface Veto

IceCube

DeepCore

PINGU

Multi-component observatory: 
• Surface air shower detector 
• Gen2 High-Energy Array 
• Sub-surface radio detector  
• PINGU -> see talk by J. Koskinen

A wide band neutrino observatory (MeV – EeV) using several detection 
technologies – optical, radio, and surface veto – to maximize the science 



Geometry optimization
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200 m

5 km2 

240 m

7 km2 

300 m

10 km2 

•Several layouts under evaluation 
•Example: “Sunflower” geometry with different string spacings

•~120 new strings, 80 DOMs per string, instrumented over 1.25 km 
•~10 x IC volume for contained event analysis above 200 TeV 



Resolving the mysteries of the UHE Universe
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?

todo list: 
• Connect to extra-gal. CR 
• Identifying the sources of 

neutrinos and thereby also of CR 
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Resolving the mysteries of the UHE Universe

todo list: 
•Connect to extra-gal. CR 
• Identifying the sources of       

neutrinos and thereby also of CR 
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Resolving the mysteries of the UHE Universe

todo list: 
•Connect to extra-gal. CR 
• Identifying the sources of       

neutrinos and thereby also of CR 



Point source sensitivity
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PRELIMINARY

•“Just a big IceCube” has 
~three times the point 
source sensitivity  

•Significant performance 
improvements expected 
from new sensors:  

Sensitivity to steady point sources

Timo Karg  |  mDOM & WOM Prototype Development  |  27 July 2015  |  Page  

Data Acquisition Concept – mDOM
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Sensitivity to  
all prospective  
source classes 

Dual optical sensor in an Ellipsoid 
Glass for Gen2 

3 

Φ = 300 mm 
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Flavor physics with astrophysical neutrinos 
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neutron  
decay

muon 
damped 

π decay

IceCube, ApJ 2015, see also PRL2015 
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1:2:0

Flavor ratio constrain:  
‣ conditions at source  

e.g. magnetic fields 
(e.g. Kashti & Waxman, PRL 1995) 

‣neutrino physics, e.g.          
decay or new operators   
(e.g. Argüelles et al., PRL 2015,  
Bustamante et al., PRL 2015) 
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Figure 2. The Atmospheric- 
Neutrino Source
Collisions between cosmic rays and 
nuclei in the upper atmosphere can 
create high-energy pions (⇤). In the 
collision shown on the right, a ⇤�, ⇤ 0,
and other heavy particles (the hadronic
shower) are created. The ⇤ 0 decays
and produces gamma rays and leptons
the electromagnetic shower) but no

neutrinos. The ⇤� produces two muon
neutrinos (blue) and an electron 
neutrino (red). The collision shown on
he left produces a ⇤⇥, leading to the

production of two muon neutrinos and
an electron antineutrino. 

(The neutrino interaction cross sections, and hence the neutrino detection probability,
increases dramatically with energy.) Depending on the energy of the incident cosmic
ray and how its energy is shared among the fragments of the initial reaction, neutrino
energies can range from hundreds of millions of electron volts to about 
100 giga-electron-volts (GeV). (In comparison, the highest-energy solar neutrino
comes from the 8B reaction, with a maximum energy of about 15 MeV.) 

Muon neutrinos produce muons in the detector, and electron neutrinos produce
electrons, so that the detector signals can be analyzed to distinguish muon events
from electron events. Because the sensitivity of the detectors to electrons and muons
varies over the observed energy range, the experiments depend on a Monte Carlo
simulation to determine the relative detection efficiencies. Experimental results, 
therefore, are reported as a “ratio of ratios”—the ratio of observed muon neutrino to
electron neutrino events divided by the ratio of muon neutrino to electron neutrino
events as derived from a simulation:

R = 

If the measured results agree with the theoretical predictions, R = 1.
A recent summary of the experimental data is given by Gaisser and Goodman

(1994) and shown in Table II. For most of the experiments, R is significantly less
than 1: the mean value is about 0.65. (In the table, the Kamiokande and IMB III 
experiments identify muons in two ways. The first involves identification of the
Cerenkov ring, which is significantly different for electrons and muons. The second
involves searching for the energetic electron that is the signature for muons that have
stopped in the water detector and decayed. A consistent value of R is obtained using
either method.) Despite lingering questions concerning the simulations and some 
systematic effects, the experimenters and many other physicists believe that the 
observed values for R are suppressed by about 35 percent.

The Kamiokande group has also reported what is known as a zenith-angle depen-
dence to the apparent atmospheric-neutrino deficit. Restricting the data to neutrinos
that come from directly over the detector (a zenith angle of 0 degrees and a distance of
about 30 kilometers) yields R < 1.3 (that is, more muon to electron neutrino events are
observed than predicted by theory). Neutrinos that are born closer to the horizon (a
zenith angle of 90 degrees) and have to travel a greater distance to reach the detector
result in R < 0.5. Finally, neutrinos that have to travel through the earth to reach the
detector (roughly 12,000 kilometers) result in an even lower value for R. The apparent

(⇧⌅ ⇧e) observed
��
(⇧⌅ ⇧e) simulation

Table II. Results from the Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments

Experiment Exposure R
(kiloton-year)

IMB I 3.8 0.68 ⌃ 0.08
Kamiokande Ring 7.7 0.60 ⌃ 0.06
Kamiokande Decay – 0.69 ⌃ 0.06
IMB III Ring 7.7 0.54 ⌃ 0.05
IMB III Decay – 0.64 ⌃ 0.07
Frejus Contained 2.0 0.87 ⌃ 0.13
Soudan 1.0 0.64 ⌃ 0.19
NUSEX 0.5 0.99 ⌃ 0.29

.

The result of the Kamiokande experiment will be tested in the near future by
super-Kamiokande, which will have significantly better statistical precision. Also,
the neutrino oscillation hypothesis and the MSW solution will be tested by the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment, which will measure both
charged- and neutral-current solar-neutrino interactions.

Evidence from Atmospheric Neutrinos. Upon reaching the earth, high-energy
cosmic rays collide violently with nuclei present in the rarefied gas of the earth’s
upper atmosphere. As a result, a large number of pions—⇤⇥, ⇤0, and ⇤�—are
produced (see Figure 2). These particles eventually decay into either electrons or
positrons and various types of neutrinos and antineutrinos. (A large number of
kaons are also produced by cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere, and these 
particles also eventually decay into various leptons.)  As seen in Figure 2, the
decay of either positive or negative pions results in the eventual production of 
two muon neutrinos (⇧⌅ and ⇧�⌅) but only one electron neutrino (either ⇧e or ⇧�e).
Experimenters, therefore, expect to measure two muon neutrinos for each 
electron neutrino. 

Atmospheric neutrinos are orders of magnitude less abundant than solar 
neutrinos, but can be readily detected because they have very high energies. 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of neutrino production in extensive air showers (reproduced from [19]).
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Figure 2. The Atmospheric- 
Neutrino Source
Collisions between cosmic rays and 
nuclei in the upper atmosphere can 
create high-energy pions (⇤). In the 
collision shown on the right, a ⇤�, ⇤ 0,
and other heavy particles (the hadronic
shower) are created. The ⇤ 0 decays
and produces gamma rays and leptons
the electromagnetic shower) but no

neutrinos. The ⇤� produces two muon
neutrinos (blue) and an electron 
neutrino (red). The collision shown on
he left produces a ⇤⇥, leading to the

production of two muon neutrinos and
an electron antineutrino. 

(The neutrino interaction cross sections, and hence the neutrino detection probability,
increases dramatically with energy.) Depending on the energy of the incident cosmic
ray and how its energy is shared among the fragments of the initial reaction, neutrino
energies can range from hundreds of millions of electron volts to about 
100 giga-electron-volts (GeV). (In comparison, the highest-energy solar neutrino
comes from the 8B reaction, with a maximum energy of about 15 MeV.) 

Muon neutrinos produce muons in the detector, and electron neutrinos produce
electrons, so that the detector signals can be analyzed to distinguish muon events
from electron events. Because the sensitivity of the detectors to electrons and muons
varies over the observed energy range, the experiments depend on a Monte Carlo
simulation to determine the relative detection efficiencies. Experimental results, 
therefore, are reported as a “ratio of ratios”—the ratio of observed muon neutrino to
electron neutrino events divided by the ratio of muon neutrino to electron neutrino
events as derived from a simulation:

R = 

If the measured results agree with the theoretical predictions, R = 1.
A recent summary of the experimental data is given by Gaisser and Goodman

(1994) and shown in Table II. For most of the experiments, R is significantly less
than 1: the mean value is about 0.65. (In the table, the Kamiokande and IMB III 
experiments identify muons in two ways. The first involves identification of the
Cerenkov ring, which is significantly different for electrons and muons. The second
involves searching for the energetic electron that is the signature for muons that have
stopped in the water detector and decayed. A consistent value of R is obtained using
either method.) Despite lingering questions concerning the simulations and some 
systematic effects, the experimenters and many other physicists believe that the 
observed values for R are suppressed by about 35 percent.

The Kamiokande group has also reported what is known as a zenith-angle depen-
dence to the apparent atmospheric-neutrino deficit. Restricting the data to neutrinos
that come from directly over the detector (a zenith angle of 0 degrees and a distance of
about 30 kilometers) yields R < 1.3 (that is, more muon to electron neutrino events are
observed than predicted by theory). Neutrinos that are born closer to the horizon (a
zenith angle of 90 degrees) and have to travel a greater distance to reach the detector
result in R < 0.5. Finally, neutrinos that have to travel through the earth to reach the
detector (roughly 12,000 kilometers) result in an even lower value for R. The apparent

(⇧⌅ ⇧e) observed
��
(⇧⌅ ⇧e) simulation

Table II. Results from the Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments

Experiment Exposure R
(kiloton-year)

IMB I 3.8 0.68 ⌃ 0.08
Kamiokande Ring 7.7 0.60 ⌃ 0.06
Kamiokande Decay – 0.69 ⌃ 0.06
IMB III Ring 7.7 0.54 ⌃ 0.05
IMB III Decay – 0.64 ⌃ 0.07
Frejus Contained 2.0 0.87 ⌃ 0.13
Soudan 1.0 0.64 ⌃ 0.19
NUSEX 0.5 0.99 ⌃ 0.29

.

The result of the Kamiokande experiment will be tested in the near future by
super-Kamiokande, which will have significantly better statistical precision. Also,
the neutrino oscillation hypothesis and the MSW solution will be tested by the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment, which will measure both
charged- and neutral-current solar-neutrino interactions.

Evidence from Atmospheric Neutrinos. Upon reaching the earth, high-energy
cosmic rays collide violently with nuclei present in the rarefied gas of the earth’s
upper atmosphere. As a result, a large number of pions—⇤⇥, ⇤0, and ⇤�—are
produced (see Figure 2). These particles eventually decay into either electrons or
positrons and various types of neutrinos and antineutrinos. (A large number of
kaons are also produced by cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere, and these 
particles also eventually decay into various leptons.)  As seen in Figure 2, the
decay of either positive or negative pions results in the eventual production of 
two muon neutrinos (⇧⌅ and ⇧�⌅) but only one electron neutrino (either ⇧e or ⇧�e).
Experimenters, therefore, expect to measure two muon neutrinos for each 
electron neutrino. 

Atmospheric neutrinos are orders of magnitude less abundant than solar 
neutrinos, but can be readily detected because they have very high energies. 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of neutrino production in extensive air showers (reproduced from [19]).
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(The neutrino interaction cross sections, and hence the neutrino detection probability,
increases dramatically with energy.) Depending on the energy of the incident cosmic
ray and how its energy is shared among the fragments of the initial reaction, neutrino
energies can range from hundreds of millions of electron volts to about 
100 giga-electron-volts (GeV). (In comparison, the highest-energy solar neutrino
comes from the 8B reaction, with a maximum energy of about 15 MeV.) 

Muon neutrinos produce muons in the detector, and electron neutrinos produce
electrons, so that the detector signals can be analyzed to distinguish muon events
from electron events. Because the sensitivity of the detectors to electrons and muons
varies over the observed energy range, the experiments depend on a Monte Carlo
simulation to determine the relative detection efficiencies. Experimental results, 
therefore, are reported as a “ratio of ratios”—the ratio of observed muon neutrino to
electron neutrino events divided by the ratio of muon neutrino to electron neutrino
events as derived from a simulation:

R = 

If the measured results agree with the theoretical predictions, R = 1.
A recent summary of the experimental data is given by Gaisser and Goodman

(1994) and shown in Table II. For most of the experiments, R is significantly less
than 1: the mean value is about 0.65. (In the table, the Kamiokande and IMB III 
experiments identify muons in two ways. The first involves identification of the
Cerenkov ring, which is significantly different for electrons and muons. The second
involves searching for the energetic electron that is the signature for muons that have
stopped in the water detector and decayed. A consistent value of R is obtained using
either method.) Despite lingering questions concerning the simulations and some 
systematic effects, the experimenters and many other physicists believe that the 
observed values for R are suppressed by about 35 percent.

The Kamiokande group has also reported what is known as a zenith-angle depen-
dence to the apparent atmospheric-neutrino deficit. Restricting the data to neutrinos
that come from directly over the detector (a zenith angle of 0 degrees and a distance of
about 30 kilometers) yields R < 1.3 (that is, more muon to electron neutrino events are
observed than predicted by theory). Neutrinos that are born closer to the horizon (a
zenith angle of 90 degrees) and have to travel a greater distance to reach the detector
result in R < 0.5. Finally, neutrinos that have to travel through the earth to reach the
detector (roughly 12,000 kilometers) result in an even lower value for R. The apparent

(⇧⌅ ⇧e) observed
��
(⇧⌅ ⇧e) simulation

Table II. Results from the Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments

Experiment Exposure R
(kiloton-year)

IMB I 3.8 0.68 ⌃ 0.08
Kamiokande Ring 7.7 0.60 ⌃ 0.06
Kamiokande Decay – 0.69 ⌃ 0.06
IMB III Ring 7.7 0.54 ⌃ 0.05
IMB III Decay – 0.64 ⌃ 0.07
Frejus Contained 2.0 0.87 ⌃ 0.13
Soudan 1.0 0.64 ⌃ 0.19
NUSEX 0.5 0.99 ⌃ 0.29

.

The result of the Kamiokande experiment will be tested in the near future by
super-Kamiokande, which will have significantly better statistical precision. Also,
the neutrino oscillation hypothesis and the MSW solution will be tested by the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment, which will measure both
charged- and neutral-current solar-neutrino interactions.

Evidence from Atmospheric Neutrinos. Upon reaching the earth, high-energy
cosmic rays collide violently with nuclei present in the rarefied gas of the earth’s
upper atmosphere. As a result, a large number of pions—⇤⇥, ⇤0, and ⇤�—are
produced (see Figure 2). These particles eventually decay into either electrons or
positrons and various types of neutrinos and antineutrinos. (A large number of
kaons are also produced by cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere, and these 
particles also eventually decay into various leptons.)  As seen in Figure 2, the
decay of either positive or negative pions results in the eventual production of 
two muon neutrinos (⇧⌅ and ⇧�⌅) but only one electron neutrino (either ⇧e or ⇧�e).
Experimenters, therefore, expect to measure two muon neutrinos for each 
electron neutrino. 

Atmospheric neutrinos are orders of magnitude less abundant than solar 
neutrinos, but can be readily detected because they have very high energies. 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of neutrino production in extensive air showers (reproduced from [19]).
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Simplified logistics & improved performance   
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Power Plant Sleds (3x) 

Fuel Bladders Control Hub & Workshops 

Water Storage & Filtration 

Simplified logistics: 
‣Equipment and fuel delivered to Pole via single traverse instead of air  
‣Reduced logistical footprint at Pole; smaller crew

Improved performance: 
‣New sensors allow for narrower holes => large fuel savings 
‣Faster drilling 
‣Degassed holes, less scattering 



Preliminary timeline
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2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 … 2032

Today
Surface air shower

PINGU

ConstructionR&DR&D Design Phase



Conclusion

30

‣ Strong evidence of high-energy extra-terrestrial 
neutrinos in all channels, offering a unique view on 
the high-energy Universe  

‣ Sources not yet resolved but appear to be of extra-
galactic origin 

‣ As old questions are answered, new ones emerge 

‣ Planning for IceCube-Gen2 has started, optimized 
for neutrino astronomy in the next decades



New sensor designs for improved performance 
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D-Egg

• Directional information 
• More sensitive area per 

module 
• Smaller geometry  
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• Directional information  
• More sensitive area per 

module

mDOM
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Data Acquisition Concept – mDOM
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WOM

• more sensitive 
area per $  

• Small diameter 
• Lower noise rate

Timo Karg  |  mDOM & WOM Prototype Development  |  27 July 2015  |  Page  

WOM Concept

>Basic concept 
! Wavelength shifters (WLS) 

! Light concentration 

> Features 
! Better UV sensitivity 

! Large collection area 

! Low noise rate (few Hz) 

! Cost effective

3

see also PoS(ICRC2015)1134

substrate

matrix

wavelength-
shifter

small PMT

adiabatic
light guide

wavelength shifter
coated cylinder

pressure housing

11

LOM

• Small diameter 
• Directional info. 
• More area per 

module

13

Dual optical sensor in an Ellipsoid 
Glass for Gen2 

3 

Φ = 300 mm 



1:2:0
Science example: Probing neutrino production

32
(pion) decay neutrino flux is suppressed above !" ! !0;#=3
(!" ! !0;$=4) by a factor / !"n" # !"2

" , reflecting the fact
that at high energy the probability for decay prior to sig-
nificant energy loss is /!"n # !"2

" , and the flavor ratio
transition takes place over an energy range of !!0;$=
!0;# ! $%0;$=%0;#%"1=n ! 102=n ! 10.

The energy at which a flavor ratio transition takes place
(from 1:1:1 to 1:1:8:1:8), and the width of the transition,
provide unique handles on the properties of the source. !0;#

may constrain, e.g., the (radiation and magnetic field)
energy density at the source, and the width of the transition
may discriminate between adiabatic and electromagnetic
energy losses. It should be kept in mind, however, that
while the flavor ratio transition is expected to be a generic
feature of high energy neutrinos produced in astrophysical
sources, the behavior in the transition region may be more
complicated that described by Eqs. (2) and (4), which were
obtained under idealized assumptions. For example, neu-
trinos may be emitted from different regions (in a single
source) with different values of !0;# (thus ‘‘smearing’’ the
transition), and suppression of the inverse-Compton scat-
tering cross section in the Klein-Nishina regime may lead

to deviations from a simple power-law energy dependence
of the energy loss rate.

Neutrinos from specific sources.—GRBs are possible
sources of high energy neutrinos. The & rays are believed
to be produced by the dissipation of the kinetic energy of a
highly relativistic wind. Neutrinos that are expected to be
produced in the same region where the & rays are produced
have characteristic energies& 100 TeV [4]. The pions and
muons cool by synchrotron radiation, _!x / !2

x, and the
muon cooling energy in the &-ray production region is
[10,14]

!0;# ' 103 !4
2:5"t"3

L1=2
53

TeV: (6)

Here ! # 102:5!2:5 is the wind Lorentz factor, L #
1053L53 erg=s is the kinetic energy luminosity of the
wind (assuming spherically symmetric wind), and "t #
10"3"t"3 s is the observed variability time scale of the
&-ray signal.

If GRBs are associated, as commonly believed, with
collapses of massive stars, neutrinos of lower energy, !" &
1 TeV, may be emitted in the early stage of GRB evolu-

FIG. 1 (color online). Flavor and antiparticle content of the flux of astrophysical neutrinos produced by pion decay, for #$ / 1=!2
$

and _!x / !2
x. (a),(b) The energy fluxes in different flavors, !2

"l#"l (normalized to !2
"e#"e at low energy). #"l stands for the combined

flux of "l and $"l, and these plots are therefore valid for neutrinos produced by any combination of $( and $" decay. (c) The ratio
between #"#$"%% and #"e (solid line), with 90% C.L. lines of "# (dashed lines) and "% (dotted lines) fluxes. (d) The ratio of $"e to total "
flux on Earth, solid (dashed) line for neutrinos produced by p& (pp) interactions.
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Figure 2. The Atmospheric- 
Neutrino Source
Collisions between cosmic rays and 
nuclei in the upper atmosphere can 
create high-energy pions (⇤). In the 
collision shown on the right, a ⇤�, ⇤ 0,
and other heavy particles (the hadronic
shower) are created. The ⇤ 0 decays
and produces gamma rays and leptons
the electromagnetic shower) but no

neutrinos. The ⇤� produces two muon
neutrinos (blue) and an electron 
neutrino (red). The collision shown on
he left produces a ⇤⇥, leading to the

production of two muon neutrinos and
an electron antineutrino. 

(The neutrino interaction cross sections, and hence the neutrino detection probability,
increases dramatically with energy.) Depending on the energy of the incident cosmic
ray and how its energy is shared among the fragments of the initial reaction, neutrino
energies can range from hundreds of millions of electron volts to about 
100 giga-electron-volts (GeV). (In comparison, the highest-energy solar neutrino
comes from the 8B reaction, with a maximum energy of about 15 MeV.) 

Muon neutrinos produce muons in the detector, and electron neutrinos produce
electrons, so that the detector signals can be analyzed to distinguish muon events
from electron events. Because the sensitivity of the detectors to electrons and muons
varies over the observed energy range, the experiments depend on a Monte Carlo
simulation to determine the relative detection efficiencies. Experimental results, 
therefore, are reported as a “ratio of ratios”—the ratio of observed muon neutrino to
electron neutrino events divided by the ratio of muon neutrino to electron neutrino
events as derived from a simulation:

R = 

If the measured results agree with the theoretical predictions, R = 1.
A recent summary of the experimental data is given by Gaisser and Goodman

(1994) and shown in Table II. For most of the experiments, R is significantly less
than 1: the mean value is about 0.65. (In the table, the Kamiokande and IMB III 
experiments identify muons in two ways. The first involves identification of the
Cerenkov ring, which is significantly different for electrons and muons. The second
involves searching for the energetic electron that is the signature for muons that have
stopped in the water detector and decayed. A consistent value of R is obtained using
either method.) Despite lingering questions concerning the simulations and some 
systematic effects, the experimenters and many other physicists believe that the 
observed values for R are suppressed by about 35 percent.

The Kamiokande group has also reported what is known as a zenith-angle depen-
dence to the apparent atmospheric-neutrino deficit. Restricting the data to neutrinos
that come from directly over the detector (a zenith angle of 0 degrees and a distance of
about 30 kilometers) yields R < 1.3 (that is, more muon to electron neutrino events are
observed than predicted by theory). Neutrinos that are born closer to the horizon (a
zenith angle of 90 degrees) and have to travel a greater distance to reach the detector
result in R < 0.5. Finally, neutrinos that have to travel through the earth to reach the
detector (roughly 12,000 kilometers) result in an even lower value for R. The apparent

(⇧⌅ ⇧e) observed
��
(⇧⌅ ⇧e) simulation

Table II. Results from the Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments

Experiment Exposure R
(kiloton-year)

IMB I 3.8 0.68 ⌃ 0.08
Kamiokande Ring 7.7 0.60 ⌃ 0.06
Kamiokande Decay – 0.69 ⌃ 0.06
IMB III Ring 7.7 0.54 ⌃ 0.05
IMB III Decay – 0.64 ⌃ 0.07
Frejus Contained 2.0 0.87 ⌃ 0.13
Soudan 1.0 0.64 ⌃ 0.19
NUSEX 0.5 0.99 ⌃ 0.29

.

The result of the Kamiokande experiment will be tested in the near future by
super-Kamiokande, which will have significantly better statistical precision. Also,
the neutrino oscillation hypothesis and the MSW solution will be tested by the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment, which will measure both
charged- and neutral-current solar-neutrino interactions.

Evidence from Atmospheric Neutrinos. Upon reaching the earth, high-energy
cosmic rays collide violently with nuclei present in the rarefied gas of the earth’s
upper atmosphere. As a result, a large number of pions—⇤⇥, ⇤0, and ⇤�—are
produced (see Figure 2). These particles eventually decay into either electrons or
positrons and various types of neutrinos and antineutrinos. (A large number of
kaons are also produced by cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere, and these 
particles also eventually decay into various leptons.)  As seen in Figure 2, the
decay of either positive or negative pions results in the eventual production of 
two muon neutrinos (⇧⌅ and ⇧�⌅) but only one electron neutrino (either ⇧e or ⇧�e).
Experimenters, therefore, expect to measure two muon neutrinos for each 
electron neutrino. 

Atmospheric neutrinos are orders of magnitude less abundant than solar 
neutrinos, but can be readily detected because they have very high energies. 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of neutrino production in extensive air showers (reproduced from [19]).

Flavor ratio constrains 
conditions at the source 
or entirely new physics 
(e.g. Argüelles et al., PRL 2015) 
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The energy at which a flavor ratio transition takes place
(from 1:1:1 to 1:1:8:1:8), and the width of the transition,
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may constrain, e.g., the (radiation and magnetic field)
energy density at the source, and the width of the transition
may discriminate between adiabatic and electromagnetic
energy losses. It should be kept in mind, however, that
while the flavor ratio transition is expected to be a generic
feature of high energy neutrinos produced in astrophysical
sources, the behavior in the transition region may be more
complicated that described by Eqs. (2) and (4), which were
obtained under idealized assumptions. For example, neu-
trinos may be emitted from different regions (in a single
source) with different values of !0;# (thus ‘‘smearing’’ the
transition), and suppression of the inverse-Compton scat-
tering cross section in the Klein-Nishina regime may lead

to deviations from a simple power-law energy dependence
of the energy loss rate.

Neutrinos from specific sources.—GRBs are possible
sources of high energy neutrinos. The & rays are believed
to be produced by the dissipation of the kinetic energy of a
highly relativistic wind. Neutrinos that are expected to be
produced in the same region where the & rays are produced
have characteristic energies& 100 TeV [4]. The pions and
muons cool by synchrotron radiation, _!x / !2

x, and the
muon cooling energy in the &-ray production region is
[10,14]
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Here ! # 102:5!2:5 is the wind Lorentz factor, L #
1053L53 erg=s is the kinetic energy luminosity of the
wind (assuming spherically symmetric wind), and "t #
10"3"t"3 s is the observed variability time scale of the
&-ray signal.

If GRBs are associated, as commonly believed, with
collapses of massive stars, neutrinos of lower energy, !" &
1 TeV, may be emitted in the early stage of GRB evolu-

FIG. 1 (color online). Flavor and antiparticle content of the flux of astrophysical neutrinos produced by pion decay, for #$ / 1=!2
$

and _!x / !2
x. (a),(b) The energy fluxes in different flavors, !2

"l#"l (normalized to !2
"e#"e at low energy). #"l stands for the combined

flux of "l and $"l, and these plots are therefore valid for neutrinos produced by any combination of $( and $" decay. (c) The ratio
between #"#$"%% and #"e (solid line), with 90% C.L. lines of "# (dashed lines) and "% (dotted lines) fluxes. (d) The ratio of $"e to total "
flux on Earth, solid (dashed) line for neutrinos produced by p& (pp) interactions.
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Figure 2. The Atmospheric- 
Neutrino Source
Collisions between cosmic rays and 
nuclei in the upper atmosphere can 
create high-energy pions (⇤). In the 
collision shown on the right, a ⇤�, ⇤ 0,
and other heavy particles (the hadronic
shower) are created. The ⇤ 0 decays
and produces gamma rays and leptons
the electromagnetic shower) but no

neutrinos. The ⇤� produces two muon
neutrinos (blue) and an electron 
neutrino (red). The collision shown on
he left produces a ⇤⇥, leading to the

production of two muon neutrinos and
an electron antineutrino. 

(The neutrino interaction cross sections, and hence the neutrino detection probability,
increases dramatically with energy.) Depending on the energy of the incident cosmic
ray and how its energy is shared among the fragments of the initial reaction, neutrino
energies can range from hundreds of millions of electron volts to about 
100 giga-electron-volts (GeV). (In comparison, the highest-energy solar neutrino
comes from the 8B reaction, with a maximum energy of about 15 MeV.) 

Muon neutrinos produce muons in the detector, and electron neutrinos produce
electrons, so that the detector signals can be analyzed to distinguish muon events
from electron events. Because the sensitivity of the detectors to electrons and muons
varies over the observed energy range, the experiments depend on a Monte Carlo
simulation to determine the relative detection efficiencies. Experimental results, 
therefore, are reported as a “ratio of ratios”—the ratio of observed muon neutrino to
electron neutrino events divided by the ratio of muon neutrino to electron neutrino
events as derived from a simulation:

R = 

If the measured results agree with the theoretical predictions, R = 1.
A recent summary of the experimental data is given by Gaisser and Goodman

(1994) and shown in Table II. For most of the experiments, R is significantly less
than 1: the mean value is about 0.65. (In the table, the Kamiokande and IMB III 
experiments identify muons in two ways. The first involves identification of the
Cerenkov ring, which is significantly different for electrons and muons. The second
involves searching for the energetic electron that is the signature for muons that have
stopped in the water detector and decayed. A consistent value of R is obtained using
either method.) Despite lingering questions concerning the simulations and some 
systematic effects, the experimenters and many other physicists believe that the 
observed values for R are suppressed by about 35 percent.

The Kamiokande group has also reported what is known as a zenith-angle depen-
dence to the apparent atmospheric-neutrino deficit. Restricting the data to neutrinos
that come from directly over the detector (a zenith angle of 0 degrees and a distance of
about 30 kilometers) yields R < 1.3 (that is, more muon to electron neutrino events are
observed than predicted by theory). Neutrinos that are born closer to the horizon (a
zenith angle of 90 degrees) and have to travel a greater distance to reach the detector
result in R < 0.5. Finally, neutrinos that have to travel through the earth to reach the
detector (roughly 12,000 kilometers) result in an even lower value for R. The apparent
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Table II. Results from the Atmospheric Neutrino Experiments

Experiment Exposure R
(kiloton-year)

IMB I 3.8 0.68 ⌃ 0.08
Kamiokande Ring 7.7 0.60 ⌃ 0.06
Kamiokande Decay – 0.69 ⌃ 0.06
IMB III Ring 7.7 0.54 ⌃ 0.05
IMB III Decay – 0.64 ⌃ 0.07
Frejus Contained 2.0 0.87 ⌃ 0.13
Soudan 1.0 0.64 ⌃ 0.19
NUSEX 0.5 0.99 ⌃ 0.29

.

The result of the Kamiokande experiment will be tested in the near future by
super-Kamiokande, which will have significantly better statistical precision. Also,
the neutrino oscillation hypothesis and the MSW solution will be tested by the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) experiment, which will measure both
charged- and neutral-current solar-neutrino interactions.

Evidence from Atmospheric Neutrinos. Upon reaching the earth, high-energy
cosmic rays collide violently with nuclei present in the rarefied gas of the earth’s
upper atmosphere. As a result, a large number of pions—⇤⇥, ⇤0, and ⇤�—are
produced (see Figure 2). These particles eventually decay into either electrons or
positrons and various types of neutrinos and antineutrinos. (A large number of
kaons are also produced by cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere, and these 
particles also eventually decay into various leptons.)  As seen in Figure 2, the
decay of either positive or negative pions results in the eventual production of 
two muon neutrinos (⇧⌅ and ⇧�⌅) but only one electron neutrino (either ⇧e or ⇧�e).
Experimenters, therefore, expect to measure two muon neutrinos for each 
electron neutrino. 

Atmospheric neutrinos are orders of magnitude less abundant than solar 
neutrinos, but can be readily detected because they have very high energies. 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of neutrino production in extensive air showers (reproduced from [19]).
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